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Create Four Structured Dialogues from the following forms: 
 
gadv'vsga,  vprs,  dk, He is hanging it [flexible animate] up.,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
gadv'vsgv'i,  vmpf,  dk, He was hanging it [flexible animate] up.,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
hadv'vga,  vimd,  dk,  Hang it [flexible animate] up!,  [atv´:'v],  g~g, hang flx anm 
 
adehlohgwa'a, vprs, He is learning., g~a, learn 
adehlohgwasgv'i, vmpf, She was learning., g~a, learn 
hadehlohgwa, vimd, Learn!, g~a, learn 
 
agi'a, vprs, He is picking it [round] up., tsi~a, pick up rnd 
agisgv'i, vmpf, She was picking it [round] up., tsi~a, pick up rnd 
higi, vimd, Pick it [round] up!, tsi~a, pick up rnd 
 
ganiyiha, vprs, dk, He is catching it., ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
ganiyisgv'i, vmpf, dk, She was catching it., ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
hiniya, vimd, dk, Catch it!, ['ní:y], tsi~ga, catch trns 
 
Example: 
degvtsahlasga, vprs, He is frying meat., g~g, fry 
degvtsahlasgv'i, vmpf, He was frying meat., g~g, fry 
tvtsahlaga, vimd, Fry meat!, g~g, fry 
 
Tsali: Do advneha tsadoda? What is your father doing? 
Gahyuga: Tsitaga degvtsahlasga. He’s frying chicken. 
Tsali: Nihi, nogwu, Tvtsahlasgi!  Tsitaga tvtsahlaga! You, now, Fryer! Fry chicken! 
Gahyuga: [I’d rather subvert the patriarchy, Tsagvwiyuhi.]  
 Hawa.  Tsitaga degvtsahlasga. Okay.  I’m frying chicken. 
Tsali: Nigohilvisg tsitaga dehvtsahlasgoi? Do you always fry chicken? 
Gahyuga: Vv, nigohilv tsitaga degvtsahlasgoi. Yes, I always fry chicken. 
 
Abbreviations: 
vprs Verb Present Stem 
vmpf Verb Imperfective Stem 
vimd Verb Immediate Stem 
 
1.  Identify the Pronoun Pattern. 
2.  Identify the Final and the Verb Stem for the Imperfective Stem forms. 

-v'i Experienced and -o'i Habitual for this exercise 
3.  Change Pronoun Prefix and Final according to discourse requirements. 
 
degvtsahlasgv'i, vmpf, He was frying meat., g~g, fry 
1.  g- ‘I’ First Person Singular and g- ‘he/she/it’ Third Person Singular. 
2.  g- Third Person Singular -v'i Experienced Final on the form shown above indicate that the 
Imperfective Verb Stem is de- -vtsahlasg-.  Required de- Event Plural complication. 
3.  Tsi-/G- Set Pronouns for Vowel Stem.  


